WORD SEARCH

Over the years Batman™ has faced a lot of enemies and teams up with various allies in Gotham City. See if you can find many of the Super Heroes and Super-Villains Batman has met.

BATMAN  HARLEY QUINN  SUPERMAN
ROBIN    WONDER WOMAN  GORDON
CATWOMAN  JOKER        POISON IVY
BATGIRL  PENGUIN      BANE
ALFRED   DEADSHOT  DOLLMAKER
DC Comics Detect the Differences

Can you detect all the differences between the two scenes? There are 5 differences. See if you can find them all.

[Two images of Batman with differences highlighted]
DC Comics Detect the Differences

Can you detect all the differences between the two scenes? There are 5 differences. See if you can find them all.
Super Sons

Climate Change in a Jar

Rain in a Jar

Materials

- Canning Jar
- Tight-Fitting Canning Lid or a Plate
- Boiling Water
- Ice

With the help of an adult, pour about an inch of boiling water into your jar. Seal the jar with its lid or place a plate on top of the open jar. Place ice on top of the lid or the plate. Watch the heat from the water below meet the cold plate above and create condensation that “rains” back down the sides of the jar.
**TORNADO IN A JAR**

**MATERIALS**
- Canning Jar with a Tight-Fitting Lid
- 2 Tsp. Dish Soap
- 2 Tsp. Vinegar
- A Few Drops of Food Coloring
- Water

- Fill the jar about 80% full of water.
- Add the dish soap, vinegar, and food color.
- Seal with a tight-fitting lid and swirl gently until combined.
- Next, "swirl" the jar around by the neck using a circular motion.
- Watch a “tornado” appear! Check out that vortex! The centrifugal force!

**FOG RISING FROM A JAR**

**MATERIALS**
- Canning Jar
- Cheesecloth and a Circular Canning Lid/Ring or a Small Strainer
- Boiling Water
- Ice

- With the help of an adult, fill the jar with boiling water.
- Let sit for a few minutes.
- Have an adult pour all of the water out of the hot jar.
- Add about an inch of boiling water back into the hot jar.
- Place the cloth and circular ring on the top of the jar or place a strainer over the top and top it/fill it with ice.
- Watch a fog begin to form and rise above the jar as the cold air meets the warm air and condenses!
Connect the Dots
Connect the dots to uncover Batman’s new sidekick!
Maze

Can you help Batman™ save the day?
Solve the maze to help the Caped Crusader catch The Joker before he causes mayhem in Gotham City.
Word Search

Over the years Batman™ has faced a lot of enemies and teams up with various allies in Gotham City. See if you can find many of the Super Heroes and Super-Villains Batman has met.

BatMan
ROBIN
CatWoman
BatGirl
ALFRED
Harley Quinn
Wonder Woman
Joker
Penguin
Deadshot
Superman
Gordon
Poison Ivy
Bane
Dollmaker
Word Scramble
Unscramble the names of the characters below. Then write the boxed letters in order at the bottom of the page to answer the question.

ENIPGUN
_____

OSSNORIIMCEN RGODON
_____

HET KEORJ
____ _

CWAMOANT
___

EHT RLRDDEI
____________

BIRNO
___

ARFDLE NHPNEYWOTR
_____ 

GBATRL
___

ELHYAR NUQIN
_____

RCEBU WANAY
______ _

QUESTION:
What city does Batman live in and protect?

____________________
Test Your Super Hero Knowledge

How well do you know the LEGO® DC Comics Super Heroes and their friends and foes? Answer the trivia questions to test your knowledge!

1. Starting as the original Robin™, Dick Grayson eventually struck out on his own to become this hero, though he still comes to Batman’s aid when needed!

2. This psychiatric hospital is used to house Gotham City’s biggest crooks and super-villains, though somehow they always manage to escape!

3. Hidden beneath Wayne Manor, this is Batman™’s headquarters and is where he keeps his suits and weapons.

4. This is Batman’s most-trusted sidekick. He is equipped with his very own yellow cape and symbol.

5. Alternating between both enemy and friend, this jewelry robber rides around Gotham City on her motorbike with her whip in tow.

6. Originally from Krypton and currently living in Metropolis, this super hero occasionally teams up with Batman to help fight crime.

7. Known for his scarred face with its perpetual grin, this villain is the self-titled Clown Prince of Crime.

8. One of Batman’s oldest foes, he is always in a three-piece suit and is never far from his trick umbrella.

9. This villain uses her knowledge of dangerous plants to commit ecological crimes all around Gotham City.

10. Armed with her magical Golden Lasso of Truth, this hero is a warrior princess from the island of Themyscira.

11. This villain gets his super-strength from the Venom-dispensing mask he constantly wears.

12. This base is the headquarters for The Joker and the Riddler and is full of booby traps and sinister rides.

13. Once a psychiatrist, this villainess fell in love with the Joker and joined him on causing mayhem throughout Gotham City.

14. Having served the Wayne family for years, this butler is a trusted advisor to Batman and takes care of the super hero when he gets hurt.
Brilliant Batarangs

Batman invented ingenious tools and gadgets. His Batarangs could carry bombs, magnets, ropes, flashing lights, cameras, and more. Invent your own amazing Batarang.

- ROPE BATARANG
- FLASHBULB BATARANG
- BOMB BATARANG
- SEEING-EYE BATARANG
- MAGNET BATARANG
Pick the Pretender!

One of these Dynamic Duos is a fake! Which pair doesn't belong?
Activity from Awesome Activities for Super Heroes
See other DC titles at downtownbookworks.com
Make Batman using a blue corn tortilla cut into a rough Batman mask. Fill the eyeholes with olive pieces, and add a red pepper mouth.
There are many types of animals in the world. Some are aquatic, which means they live in water. Some are mammals that have hair or fur and breathe air. Most mammals live on land. Some animals are amphibians—they live both in water and on land! Different animals are best for different types of jobs. Think of all of the animals you know and what makes them special. Design an animal sidekick for each superhero. What would be the perfect pet friend to keep up with their heroics?

**MATERIALS:**

- Construction paper
- Markers or colored pencils
- Optional: Additional craft supplies, such as pipe cleaners, pom-poms, string, etc.

1. What kind of powerful pet would be best for high-flying Hawkgirl?

2. What sidekick would Aquaman love? Would it live with him in the water?

3. Batman is most active at night. What kind of creature would make a good sidekick?

4. Wonder Woman is always on the go. What kind of pet should she have?

5. Draw or create an animal for Hawkgirl, Aquaman, Batman, and Wonder Woman. Explain why you chose each creature.

**What Were You Thinking?** Did you match each sidekick’s traits to its superhero partner? Which traits did you focus on for each superhero? Maybe you gave Hawkgirl a bird that could fly alongside her, Aquaman an aquatic animal that could breathe underwater, and Batman a creature that can see in the dark. How did you decide which animal should accompany Wonder Woman on her adventures?
WORD SCRAMBLE

1. DELFRA  ROTPYHNWNE

2. SEAJM  GODORN

3. VHYRAE  TEND

4. ARARBAB  DRONGO

5. LRELKI  CRCO

ANSWERS:
1. ALFRED PENNYWORTH
2. JANE GORDON
3. HARVEY DENT
4. MARY JANE
5. RACHEL DODON
6. MURDER CROC
BATMAN TRIVIA

1. WHO IS BEHIND THE MASK OF THE DARK KNIGHT?

2. WHICH CITY DOES BATMAN PROTECT?

3. WHO IS BATMAN’S SIDEKICK?

4. HARLEEN QUINZEL IS THE REAL NAME OF WHICH VILLAIN?

5. WHAT IS THE NAME OF BATMAN’S FAMOUS, MULTI-PURPOSE VEHICLE?

6. WHAT IS CATWOMAN’S REAL NAME?

7. WHEN JIM GORDON NEEDS TO GET IN TOUCH WITH BATMAN, WHAT DOES HE LIGHT?

8. WHAT ARE THE NAMES OF BATMAN’S PARENTS?

9. WHICH BATMAN VILLAIN USES ICE TO FREEZE HIS ENEMIES?
WORD SEARCH

ALFRED ARKHAM    BANE BATMAN    BATMOBILE CATWOMAN    JOKER RIDDLE    ROBIN SCARECROW

I B W F P Z E A N O H W A M D
S C A R E C R O W A V T R L U
O W M T Q C H R G D M E V F D
K N C C M T V P V H K T E V E
L N M F U O N U O O Y L A Z R
M E F O K T B R J N V L J B F
X J Z N J O I I Y J Y N Y T L
U H B K F D E L L N C F H Q A
L H S Q D U G I U E A P J L G
Z A H L L S I Y Z M T B Y P R
W O E R B D A U M U W H A J R
T R I Z A L F P P N O R J N F
M U H Q S Z R H T A M E A X E
M A H K R A T T F V A Q I C S
R O B I N S A G L W N P Q F

ANSWER
COLOR IN THE BATMAN™ IMAGE BELOW!

For more action-packed reading, visit rhcbbooks.com!
Available wherever books and ebooks are sold.
HELP THE CAPED CRUSADER
ESCAPE THE MAZE!

For more action-packed reading,
visit rhcbooks.com!
Available wherever books and ebooks are sold.
MY SUPER HERO SYMBOL
BATMAN™ HAS AN AWESOME BAT-SYMBOL!

CREATE A SUPER HERO SYMBOL FOR YOURSELF HERE!

For more action-packed reading, visit rhcbooks.com!
Available wherever books and ebooks are sold.
HOW-TO-DRAW

Super powers come in all types and functions, and they also take practice to learn how to control them. Use the drawing demo below to practice drawing Batman, then go rogue and draw something all your own!

DON'T MISS THESE SECRET HERO SOCIETY ADVENTURES!

Available wherever books and ebooks are sold.
SYMBOL MATCH

Every good aspiring superhero has to have an amazing symbol! Something that can inspire hope and strike fear into criminals - and troublemakers - everywhere. Can you match each member of the Secret Hero Society with their superhero symbol? Draw a line to connect each pair.

Superman
Aquaman
Wonder Woman
Batman
The Flash
Cyborg

DON’T MISS THESE SECRET HERO SOCIETY ADVENTURES!
Available wherever books and ebooks are sold.
NEW SUPERSUITS

Oh no! The Joker and Harley Quinn have swiped Clark, Diana, and Bruce’s supersuits! It’s going to be tough to protect the innocent - and stay out of detention - without them. Draw on new supersuits for the trio below!

DON’T MISS THESE SECRET HERO SOCIETY ADVENTURES!
Available wherever books and ebooks are sold.
WORD SEARCH

While superpowers are cool, sometimes an aspiring hero needs a little bit of extra help to get the job done. That’s where awesome super-gadgets come in! Hunt in the word search for the eight gadgets listed in the word bank below. But watch out, heroes aren’t the only ones with tricks up their sleeves.

BOW  BLASTER
BATARANG  BRACERS
CLOWNYOYO  TRIDENT
FLIGHTRING  HAMMER

DON’T MISS THESE SECRET HERO SOCIETY ADVENTURES!
Available wherever books and ebooks are sold.